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Together (Emma Dodd's Love You Books)
The excitement of Christmas is perfectly captured through one little
boy's boundless enthusiasm. The joyful rhyme and bold, stylish art
make this a must-have book for anyone - big or small - who can't wait
for Father Christmas to set off on his sleigh.
What is the perfect recipe for a happy baby? Find out in this tactile
board book with cut out shapes for little hands to explore on every
page, sweet and colourful pictures and a gentle read aloud rhyme.
From the illustrator of the popular I Love My . . . series - including the
award-winning I Love My Daddy and I Love My Mummy - comes
Sprinkle with Kisses, a new series of board books for the very young.
Share cosy time together with this special book and help your baby
take the first step towards a love of reading.
A fun-filled, rhyming book celebrating bodies of all kinds, from Emma
Dodd, the bestselling author-illustrator of Forever and Sometimes.
Thank you, hands, you touch and hold. Ears, you hear the things I'm
told. Thank you, eyes, you let me see. Oh, I'm so happy to be me!
Emma Dodd's simple, heartfelt story offers children and their parents a
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way of talking easily, and with gratitude, about their bodies and the
wonderful things they can do. This is the perfect way to build body
confidence and self-esteem in even the youngest children! 'With
simple, rhyming text and bright, colourful artwork, this delightful
picture book ... reminds us that each and every body is different, with
its diverse cast of young friends including a wheelchair-user, a child
with a hearing aid and characters with glasses. Another success from
the bestselling author-illustrator' BookTrust Look out for these other
amazing books from Emma Dodd (written by Giles Andreae): I Love My
Mummy I Love My Daddy I Love My Grandma I Love My Grandad I Love
My Teacher
A little girl searches for the perfect pet cat - but which one should she
choose when there are so many cute and not-so-cute cats of all shapes
and sizes and dispositions out there?
What Matters Most
You...
I Love You, Father Christmas
Wish
Just the Way You Are
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An enchanting celebration of the true meaning of Christmas, featuring two
adorable reindeer Christmas is love that lasts all year. It's all of us, together,
here. Christmas is peace, stars twinkling above, a night of sweet dreams and
a heart full of love. Emma Dodd's joyful celebration of this wonderful time of
year, as seen through the eyes of two reindeer, is a pure delight.
Meet Little Kunoichi, a young ninja in training! On a "super secret island" in a
"super super secret village," Little Kunoichi, is struggling at school. Inspired
by tiny Chibi Samurai’s practice and skills, she works harder than ever and
makes a friend. Together, they show the power of perseverance, hard work,
and cooperation, and they wow the crowd at the Island Festival. Through
beautiful watercolor illustrations, and a funny and endearing story, Little
Kunoichi will capture the imagination of young ninjas-in-training. The
endnotes contain additional information about sumo wrestling, ninja training,
and other aspects of Japanese language and culture. More adventures can
be found in the Little Kunoichi series with Chibi Samuari Wants a Pet and Bachan The Ninja Grandma.
TogetherCandlewick Press
A little girl searches for the perfect pet puppy dog - but which one should
she choose when there are so many cute and not-so-cute dogs of all shapes
and sizes and dispositions out there? Funny rhyming text and colourful,
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stylish pictures of dogs of all shapes and sizes - plus a feel-good ending make this the perfect book for dog lovers (both young and old) to read aloud
and share. From Emma Dodd, the illustrator behind the best-selling, awardwinning I Love You series.
Spoonful for Bunny
Always
Christmas Is Joy
Love You Always
Look, Baby Crawls

"I love every bit of you, your eyes and ears and nose. I love every bit of you, from
your head down to your toes." This funny little monkey has someone special who
loves him more and more every day.
In 'Sometimes', a mother elephant assures her child that no matter what he does
and who he is, she loves him unconditionally.
Rhyming text helps a little koala understand all the reasons why his mother loves
him.
Presents a bedtime tale that reveals how the love between a parent and child
lasts forever.
I Love My Mummy
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Everything
Dot and Dash Learn to Share
What Pet to Get
I Am Small
Dot the dog and Dash the cat are ready to play with their
toys, but do not want to share with their friends Big,
Small, or Tall.
A baby penguin wonderingly observes the enormous world
around him, including the immense sky, deep ocean and vast
mountains, while his adoring mother believes him to be the
biggest thing in her world, in a story that is complemented
by shiny foil accents. By the creator of the Dot and Dash
series.
I love my daddy, yes I do, He's very kind - and funny too.
Playing, cooking, singing, snuggling . . . Spend special
time with Dad in this joyful, rhyming picture book, brimming
with love and silliness! With a gentle, rhyming story and
bold, bright illustrations, this is the perfect celebration
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perfect for sharing on Father's Day and all year round! From
the bestselling author of Giraffes Can't Dance, Giles
Andreae. 'Simple but touching' - Daily Mail A Sunday Times
Top-Ten Bestseller!
An animal story with the 'ahh' factor from Emma Dodd.
Baby Record Book
The Little Things
Home is Where the Heart is
Forever
Happy to Be Me
Come on a creepy-crawly bug safari through one little boy's garden . . .
with a brilliant surprise at the end. Perfect for bug-lovers and budding
scientists everywhere! With fun rhyming text and bright, bold artwork,
perfect for sharing and reading aloud. From Emma Dodd, the artist
behind the best-selling, award-winning I Love You series.
In 'When--', a little bear shares his dreams of his future with his
adoring mother.
A small horse and a large horse discover that love connects them,
whatever their differences.
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"Before you came I did not know just how big love can be. Love's wider
than the ocean, it's deeper than the sea." Does love have a size? A
family of ducks celebrates the boundless affection between them in
Emma Dodd's gentle rhyming ode to unconditional love.
I Love Dogs!
Dog's Colorful Day
More and More
Little Kunoichi the Ninja Girl
I Love My Grandad
A celebration of love between a bear and cub. "When I grow up I want to be clever
and funny, wild and free." One little bear shares his hopes and dreams in this
picture-book treasure from the ever-popular Emma Dodd. This line of books
features rhyming text and delightful artwork that is embellished with foil
throughout.
A baby rabbit and its parent share a glorious sunny day together in a meadow,
finding love everywhere.
Mommy Hedgehog assures little Hedgie that her love is enduring, no matter what
changes in this reassuring ode to the unconditional bond between a parent and
child. As Hedgie and his mommy walk home through the autumn leaves, Hedgie is
full of questions. Everything is changing around him—what if he changes too?
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Would his mommy love him more if he were different? Will her love for him ever
change? But wise and patient Mommy knows just how to reassure her little
hedgehog that, however he might change, her love will always stay the same.
Heartwarming and tender, with charming artwork from Migy Blanco, this is the
perfect gift to share and read aloud.
I love you just the way you are. So you will always know that everything about
you is why I love you so. This heartwarming and uplifting book features an
adorable little tiger cub who learns the value of having someone who loves them
for being their authentic self.
A Messy Story about Colors and Counting
Sometimes
When-Together
Counting Our Blessings

Dog always seems to be underfoot when something messy (and colorful) is spilt, giving
readers ten different spots on his white coat to count before book's end and Dog's bath.
Reprint.
A big dog and a little dog count ten things they are grateful for, but being together is
always number one. We're counting our blessings one by one. How many will there be?
Let's count together, just us two, and very soon we'll see. In this affirming story, beloved
children's book creator Emma Dodd combines a counting element with a celebration of
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all that is important in life. From a home full of love to the blue sky above, little ones will
be reassured by the reminder of everything they have to be thankful for.
A loving celebration of all kinds of babies. What does a new baby's arrival mean to his or
her parents? We find out as we travel around the world, meeting an adorable baby seal,
baby elephant, and baby person!
Jack longs for a pet, something big, something exciting - like an elephant. Or a lion. Or
maybe even a giraffe. But Mum's not so sure about Jack's suggestions. Then Jack alights
upon a solution that he thinks will please them both.
Me ..
I Love My Daddy
Love
I Love Bugs!
How Big Is Love?
A celebration of grandparents and the special role they play in family life. This delightful
board book captures the joy of spending a fun-filled day with Grandad. With a gentle,
rhyming story and sweet, colourful illustrations, this is the perfect present for every
family. For new grandparents, on Father's Day or at any time of the year. From the
creators of I Love My Daddy, a Sunday Times Top 10 Bestseller, and I Love My Mummy,
winner of the Book Trust Early Years Award.
Simple rhyming text and illustrations describe a baby crawling and exploring.
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In rhyming text, a mother panda and her baby learn how important it is to show
kindness and help others.
In rhyming text, a baby elephant is assured of being loved unconditionally.
I Love Cats!
Foxy in Love
When You Were Born
Happy
When I Grow Up

A sweet rhyming picture book about the special relationship between mother and
child. With a gentle, rhyming story and lovely illustrations, this is a book to be
loved, shared and treasured. With extra special pages for the little ones to
personalise, this is the perfect present for mummies everywhere, on Mother's
Day or at any time of the year! From the author of picture book classic Giraffes
Can't Dance. 'This sweet and heartwarming ditty, told in witty rhyme by Giles
Andreae, has cosy, bright illustrations, and is filled with feel-good charm' - Junior
Magazine Winner of the Book Trust Early Years Award!
"The ocean is deep and I am small. The mountains are steep and I am small."
One little penguin finds a reason to feel important in this picture book treasure
from the ever-popular Emma Dodd. Featuring rhyming texts and delightful
artwork embellished with foiling throughout, this much-loved title is now available
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in paperback.
A little monkey learns that his parent loves him more and more every day. The
love between parent and child grows by the day, as one little monkey discovers
in this gorgeous new story from Emma Dodd. Stunning illustrations of a monkey
family and foil-embellished pages make this the perfect book for parent-child
bonding at bedtime.
This little sea otter loves spending time with his mummy - learning new things,
playing together, or even just holding each other. In fact, every day this little sea
otter spends with his mummy is special, just because they are together.
Baby and Me
Emily is trying to make a Valentine's Day card and needs Foxy to remind her of all the things she loves.
From hot chocolate with marshmallows to all kinds of flowers, Foxy is able to make everything Emily
loves magically appear. But sometimes he makes a mistake (Emily loves balloons, not racoons, Foxy ).
Luckily, Foxy can always find a good solution when things go wrong, and he knows just the way to
make Emily's card complete. In the end, Foxy and Emily figure out just how much they mean to each
other
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